CORRESPONDENCE

Aorto-pulmonary Collateral
Masquerading as Cavity

children with increased pulmonary blood flow, it is
because of chronically wet lungs, and in those with
reduced pulmonary blood flow, it happens because of
ventilation-perfusion mismatch. Recognizing and
treating tuberculosis is important before cardiac surgery.
In cyanotic congenital heart disease with reduced
pulmonary blood flow, radiological features mimicking
tuberculosis include apical caps and pseudo fibrotic
lesions [2,3]. Collaterals give lacy reticular pattern with
non-homogenous pulmonary vascularity as collateral
flow is non-uniform [4]. Aortopulmonary collaterals in
our patient radiologically suggested pulmonary
parenchymal pathology, sometimes they manifest with
hemoptysis as well, making the differentiation further
difficult. Awareness of this possibly may help the
clinician to suspect and appropriately manage these
children.

An 8-year-old child presented to Pediatric cardiology
outpatient services with complaints of bluish
discoloration of nails and lips with poor growth since
early childhood. On evaluation, child had low weightand height-for-age with central cyanosis and grade-2 pandigital clubbing. Oxygen saturation was 68% at room air.
Cardiovascular examination revealed single second
sound without any murmur. Chest radiograph revealed
pulmonary oligemia with left lower zone cavitary lesion
(Fig. 1a). There was no history of cough, hemoptysis or
tuberculosis contact, and evaluation of respiratory system
was normal.
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On echocardiography, the diagnosis confirmed was
tricuspid atresia and pulmonary atresia. Patient was
planned for cardiac catheterization to determine the
source of pulmonary blood flow. Upon catheterization,
single large aorto-pulmonary collateral arising from
celiac trunk was noted, which was the sole source of
pulmonary blood flow (Fig. 1b). The tortuosity of
collateral in left lower zone of lung appeared like a cavity
on chest radiograph.
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Incidence of tuberculosis in congenital heart disease
is almost 2.5 times that of the normal population [1]. In
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FIG. 1 (a) Chest radiograph PA view showing left lower zone cavitary lesion; (b) Angiographic projection AP view showing a large
tortuous aorto-pulmonary collateral arising from celiac trunk and curving in left lower zone masquerading as cavity on chest
radiograph.
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Influenza Vaccine Paradox

hemisphere. In India, both NH and SH influenza vaccines
are available.

Influenza vaccination is aimed at reducing influenzarelated morbidity and mortality, especially in vulnerable
groups. Indian Academy of Pediatrics, Advisory
Committee on Vaccines and Immunization Practices
(ACVIP) recommends inactivated influenza vaccine
(IIV) or live attenuated influenza vaccine (LAIV) for
certain high-risk children [1]. It recommends the best
time to vaccinate is as soon as the new vaccine is released
and available in the market just before the onset of rainy
season.

For this season, WHO has recommend influenza
vaccine with different strains for the NH and SH. At
present, influenza vaccine meant for those living in
northern hemisphere, is available and being used in India.
WHO recommendations on vaccine formulation for India
strongly favor the Southern hemisphere vaccine rather
than the one for Northern hemisphere. Not many
pediatricians are aware of these facts and continue to
prescribe the available vaccine without going through the
details. Prescribing the currently available NH vaccine in
India is not scientifically correct and will not serve the
purpose of vaccination. There is a need to educate not
only the parents but also the pediatricians about using the
appropriate influenza vaccine, and prescribe it after
verifying the scientific facts rather than use whatever is
available.

Preventing influenza disease is challenging, as
influenza virus is characterized by frequent mutations due
to antigenic drifts and antigenic shifts. To ensure optimal
vaccine efficacy against prevailing strains, the antigenic
composition of the vaccine is revised twice annually in
both the northern hemisphere (NH) and southern
hemisphere (SH), and adjusted to the antigenic
characteristics of the circulating viruses obtained within
the WHO Global Influenza Surveillance and Response
System (GISRS). This allows the vaccine manufacturers
4-6 months to manufacture the vaccine for the specific
hemisphere [2].
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As per WHO, India is categorized in SH tropical Asia
vaccination zone. The vaccine strains may be similar for
both hemisphere formulations or different depending on
the circulating strains. If the composition of both the
hemisphere formulations is same, as happened in 2017,
one can use any of the latest available vaccine from either
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